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machine that picks up the parts bag from a conveyer 
belt and moves it to a kit box requiring that parts bag. 

1 Claim, 6 Drawing Figures 

A statutory invention registration is not a patent. It has 
the defensive attributes of a patent but does not have the ‘ 
enforceable attributes of a patent. No article or advertise 
ment or the like may use the term patent, or any term 
suggestive of a patent, when referring to a statutory in 
vention registration. For more speci?c information on the 
rights associated with a statutory invention registration 
see 35 U.S.C. 157. 
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ROBOTIC xn'rmo 

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST 

The invention described herein maybe manufactured 
and'used by or for the Governmen?ft'm' governmentali 
purposes without the payment of any rcmlty thereon 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to electronic 
component packaging systems, and, more pa'ticularly, 
relates to an apparatus and method for automatically 
assembling electronic component kits. 
The assembling of components for a printed circuit 

5 

board, for example, is a complicated process involving 15 
signi?cant amounts of handling, allocating and parts 
preparation when numerous printed circuit boards are 
being assembled with numerous components. The diffi 
culty of having the right part available at the right time 
becomes an almost impossible task without having a 
large number of persons present. 

In the past, a kitting clerk having a required parts list 
for a particular board went to a parts store having nu 
merous bins of individual parts. The clerk selected the 
required parts and placed them in a kit bag one at a time 
until the kit was completed. The kit assembled, further, 
may be only for a portion of a larger assembly. The 
completed kit is then placed in a box having the other 
required kits. The completed box itself is then placed in 
a storage area designated as a next higher assembly area. 
The amount of kitting, boxing, etc. required is depen 
dent upon the end product and detailing herein would 
be difficult except to point out that each kit has nor 
mally in the past been placed manually into a box for 
storage. ' 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The instant invention sets forth a robotic kitting appa 
ratus and method that overcome the problems noted 
hereinabove. _ 

In general, electronic components are ?rst prepared 
for kitting. These components can be classi?ed into 
axial, flat packages, and radial components depending 
on the positions of the leads. This preparation includes 
placing allocation tags on the components and cutting 
leads to proper lengths. After this, the components are 
placed in parts storage containers such as carousels 
associated with work-in-progress or other containers. 
From the work-in-process storage (W IP), another set of 
allocation tags are attached for directing further distri 
bution. The parts are then placed in bags and the bags; 
are placed in kits. At this point additional allocation tags 
are placed on the kits directing further distributionwin. 
the assembly chain. Based on a production schedule; 
kits are released and eventually are combined witl'rpum $5 
chased and manufactured parts to make an end ‘product. 

Speci?cally, kitting of lot size components is; 
out by an apparatus that selects marked parts mail“ 
size components and places these bags in kit 
boxes based on the type of components in eacltibug and 60 
the requirement of the selected kit. 

In order to place these bags, the marked; bags are 
automatically scanned by a bar code scanner, for exam 
ple, if such coding is used, as the marked bogs come 
down a conveyor belt from the component preparation 65 
and counting area or from the WIP storage. A bar code 
scanner is located at each row of kit boxes appropriately 
placed along the conveyer belt and each row is perpen 
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dicular to the conveyor belt. If a particular bag is re 
quired in that row of kits as determined by a computer 
connected to the bar code scanner, the' conveyor belt is 
stopped under a transporting device associated with 
that row. The transporting device then picks up the 
selected marked bag and moves it over a predetermined 
kit box». into which the selected marked bag is dropped. 
The position at which the transporting device is 
Stopped! can be determined through a cam mechanism at 
each kft box location or through magnetic indicators 
also at e-tnh'locatiion. The transporting device can move 
either let‘tor‘right of the conveyor belt. The number of 
kit lboxes per row and the number of rows is dependent 
on optimum processing speed associated with the end 
product. 

It is then efore one object of the present invention to 
provide a m. cans for robotic kitting of electronic compo 
nents; 

I1 is anoth. er object of the present invention to pro 
vide an appar. ates that is an integral part of an electronic 
component as. sembly line. 

It is still 31'“ )ther object of the present invention to 
provide a pick-t ind-place robot used in conjunction with 
computer contr ols to assembly kits of electronics parts. 
These and ma ny other objects and advantages of the 

present inventiot \ will be readily apparent to one skilled 
in the pertinent a rt from the following detailed descrip 
tion of a preferri 3d embodiment of the invention and 
related drawings. 

BRIEF DESCF. IPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a flow diagram showing steps required to 
prepare parts for assembly; 
FIG. 2 is a further‘ detailing of block 15 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a pictorial view of the robotic kitting appa 

ratus of this invention used in block 15B of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a pictorial view of an arrangement of equip 

ment used in block 153 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 5 illustrates in plan view a possible arrangement 

of three claw machines of, this invention; and 
FIG. 6 is a logic diagram used by a computer to 

control the claw machines of this invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referring to FIG. 1, a general flow diagram of the 
steps required to group parts for assembly is shown. 
Irmut are three types of parts (1) those requiring some 
preparation, (2) those not requiring preparation and (3) 
those that go directly into the assembly area without 
storage. Parts not requiring preparation are placed into 
work-in-progress storage, block 13. In block 11, the 
parts are prepared in accordance with speci?cations 
and allocations required. For Example, 5% and 10% 
resistors are separated and grouped as tcn allocation. 
Leads on parts may be cut to proper lengtlh. After this, 
these prepared parts are also placed in W/llP storage. 
From WIP storage, a clerk pulls lot sized packages of 

parts andtphces these in appropriatekim based on an 
other setd allocation tags. The completed kits are then 
placed in carousels awaiting a demand“. 
When a production schedule reqpiites a particular kit', 

block 17 of FIG. 1, the kit is given a further allocation 
tag and shipped to the assembily' area along with the 
manufactured parts required 

Block 15 of FIG. 1 is funk-.1 expanded in FIG. 2. 
From WIP storage of FIG. I, block 13, prepared parts 
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and non-prepared parts are input into a count and break 
down area, block 15A of FIG. 2, wherein a counter 
bags in lot sizes parts based on input allocation tags. 
These parts bags are output with allocation tags to a 

‘ loose kitting area, block 15B, where selected parts bags 5 
are placed in kit boxes to be detailed hereinafter. The kit 
boxes with allocation tags are then placed in the next 
higher assembly storage of FIG. 2, block 15C, or 
grouped with other kits formed from block 15D. 
FIG. 3 shows pictorially a robotic kitting apparatus 10 

.10 associated with the loose kitting block 15B of FIG. 2. 
A plurality of parts bags 12 are placed on a conveyer 
belt 14. Parts bags 12 come from either WIP ‘stores or a 
counting and breakdown area. Bags 12 are labeled with 
a bar code tag 16 that determines to which hit box 18 of 15 
a plurality of kit boxes 18 bag 12 is allocated to by de 
mand. Belt 14 moves bags 12 to a scan ning area 20 
where a conventional bar scanner 22 reads ibar code tags 
16. 
Based upon the information in each h n- code tag 16, 20 

a programmed computer 48, shown in or rtline, stops belt 
14 so that a selected bag 17 is under a c’ law machine 24. 
A possible logic diagram used to progr .am computer 48 
is shown in FIG. 6. After belt 14 stop a, a pair of claws 
26 closes upon and lifts selected bag ,- 17 llinom belt 14. 25 
Claw machine 24 is attached to a 1 hive belt 28 that 
moves to either side, if so required, '01’ belt 14. 
Claw machine 24 once over the dc signaled kit box 18 

opens claws 26 and selected bag 17 l flsiiuto designated 
kit box 18; thereafter, claw machine :llirecenters on belt 30 
14 to pick up another selected bag ,- 11. 
The means for stopping claw mmiine 24 over the 

designated kit box 18 based on bar code tag 16 can be, 
for example, a magnetic indicator’ placed over each 
kit box 18 on a track 340:: which clawmachine 24 rides. 35 
A magnetic pickup 32 shown in anthem the underside 
of claw machine 24 reads Hermetic- c-imagnetic indi 
cator 30 and thus camesrkiwe belt 3 to stop over the 
designated kit box 18. whet possibk means is to have 
at each kit box locatim a solenoid operated cam, not 40 
shown, mounted ‘I m 34. Computer a determines 
the designated kn box 18 at which claw machine 24 
must stop and rail: a can at that location. The cam 
would operate onanizroswitch, not shown, located on 
the underside of claw machine 24 to cause drive belt 28 
to stop. Another alternative is a device that measures 
the amount of nave! of drive belt 28 and stops belt 28 at 
the proper location. Alter selected bag 17 is dropped 
into designated kit box ll, claw machine 24 is returned 
to the center location. 

Kit boxes 18 my be loated on either side of belt 14 
and there may be more than one row of kit boxes 18. 
One possible arrangment is shown in FIG. 5. The opti 
mum arrangement is dependent on the end product, 
speed of belts 14 and 28, and the time required to ?ll kit 55 
boxes 18. . 
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One arrangement of a kitting area is shown in FIG. 4. 

Parts are pulled from WIP carousels 36 and placed on a 
conveyor belt 38 feeding a component preparation and 
counting area 40 where clerks 42 take parts from belt 
38. After the appropriate actions are taken on each part, 
the parts bags 12 are placed on belt 14 that feeds robotic 
kitting apparatus 10. Four rows of kit boxes are posi 
tioned to one side of belt 14. This is a more ef?cient 
con?guration since workers do not have to walk around 
belt 14 to reach other kit boxes 18. The ?nished kit 
boxes 18 are placed in next higher assembly carousels 
46, for example, awaiting future demand. 

Clearly, many modi?cations and variations of the 
present invention are possible in light of the above 
teachings and it is therefore understood, that within the 
inventive scope of the inventive concept, the invention 
may be practiced otherwise than speci?cally claimed. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A robotic kitting apparatus for assembling elec 

tronic parts in kits comprising: 
a conveyor, said conveyor including a belt having a 

plurality of parts bags containing electronic parts 
placed on said belt, each of said parts bags having 
attached thereon an allocation tag with information 
therein; _ _ 

mans ft!‘ reading said information contained on said 
allocation tag, said means for reading being located 
mimate to said conveyor belt for reading said 
albcmion tag information; 

a r, said computer being adapted to receive 
ssii allocation tag information from said means for 
reading, said computer programmed to control the 
rohot'm inf-g apparatus; 

a plurality of kit’hnxes, each of said kit boxes sequen 
tially arranged in a plurality of rows perpendicular 
to said conveyor belt, a single means for reading 
being pou'tioned before said, plurality of rows; 

a plurality of means for kitting said parts bags on said 
conveyor belt, a number of said means for kitting 
being equal to the rows of kit boxes, said means for 
kitting being positioned downstream from said 
means for reading, said means for kitting transport 
ing a selected parts bag to a designated kit box for 
depositing therein, one means for kitting operating 
on a single row of kit boxes, each of said means for 
kitting comprising: 

a claw machine that releasably engages said selected 
parts bag identified by said means for reading 

a drive belt attached to said claw machine for moving 
said claw machine over said designated kit box; 

a track, said track providing a surface upon which 
said claw machine translates over said kit boxes; 
and 

means for determining when to release said selected 
parts bag. 
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